
 

 

 

 

 

 

European Commission 
DG for Competition 

Antitrust Registry 
1049 Brussels 

BELGIUM 
 

 
7th November 2023 

Dear Commissioner Reynders 

DMA Enforcement and Google’s Comparison Shopping Service 

Firstly, we congratulate you and your teams on comple�ng the designa�on process under the Digital 
Markets Act (“DMA”), which is vital to the restora�on of fair compe��on in many digital markets – not 
least, the markets for comparison shopping services (“CSS”) in which we operate.  

In par�cular, we applaud your designa�on of Google Search and Google Shopping as core online search 
and online intermedia�on service respec�vely. 

We hope that these designa�ons will stop Google’s con�nuing self-preferencing in online search rankings, 
but Google’s ac�ons so far suggest otherwise. We are extremely concerned that unless the rules are 
enforced effec�vely and quickly, Google’s an�-compe��ve prac�ces will con�nue. That could sound the 
death knell for our industry, which has already contracted substan�ally as a result of Google’s behaviour:  

(a) Google’s units with paid results specialised on products (Shopping Ads) con�nue to provide 
Google’s CSS directly on the search engine results pages (SERP) of its designated online search 
service. This is contrary to Ar�cle 6 (5) of the DMA, which says a gatekeeper shall not treat its 
own services more favourably than those of its rivals. At present, no rival CSS can compile and 
display equivalent units on the SERP, based on their specialised algorithms. Our websites are (s�ll) 
demoted in organic results, unless they themselves become customers of Google’s CSS. 
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(b) Google is now doubling down on this self-preferencing and has begun placing yet more CSS 
func�onality on the SERP through the display of new groups of results specialised in a comparison 
of products and prices, using grid-like formats with product and shopping results (“product grids) 
and large boxes with wide-ranging informa�on and offers for par�cular products (“product 
viewers”). Both features are further interfaces of Google’s CSS that Google has embedded in its 
SERP. Some examples of these formats can be seen in the Appendix to this leter. 
 

(c) Google claims that placing CSS results within these units is equal treatment, but placing rivals 
within its own CSS service places them one or more steps behind Google in trying to atract users. 
Moreover, currently, it is Google alone who determines which products and prices of which offers 
appear on its SERP and the format and posi�on of their display. Hence, it is Google who provides 
the specialised comparison shopping service to end users - not any CSS appearing in the units 
that Google displays. According to Recital (51), this prac�ce is clearly illegal. 
 

(d) Furthermore, these new units take up so much of the SERP with Google’s CSS func�onality that 
any remaining rival CSSs are automa�cally bumped down and suffer from even further reduced 
visibility and a diminishing chance to atract users to their compe�ng services.  

Far from becoming DMA-compliant, Google shows its contempt not just for compe��on in the CSS market, 
but for European consumers and the European ins�tu�ons. Its behaviour goes directly against the 
European Commission’s vital work to ensure open compe��on in digital markets; it deprives European 
consumers of the benefits of more compe��on, greater choice, and lower prices exactly when they need 
them the most – during a cost of living crisis. 

We cannot wait un�l March 2024 when the DMA comes into force to put a stop to these prac�ces because 
they are harming us now. We have spent more than a decade figh�ng Google on the Shopping case, and 
we con�nue figh�ng even as Google has methodically and irreversibly taken over our industry in that �me. 
It is apparent that Google’s strategy is to play for �me. If this behaviour persists, we will be wiped out. 
That is why we urge you to be swi� and firm in your enforcement. The European Commission must take 
steps to ensure that Google cannot con�nue to ignore its obliga�ons. 

We remain confident in the DMA and in the European Commission’s ability to enforce it successfully and 
we stand ready to support the European Commission in bringing back compe��on and choice for 
European consumers in comparison shopping. 

 

Yours sincerely 

[Co-signed by CEOs]  
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Appendix: Screenshots 

 

 



 



 

 


